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Clustered Edge Routing

Quirijn W. Bouts*  Bettina Speckmann*
Eindhoven University of Technology

Figure 1: Clustered edge routing based on a well-separated pair decomposition and a greedy sparsification of the visibility graph on a synthetic data set. One edge cluster is highlighted in red.

ABSTRACT

The classic method to depict graphs is a node-link diagram where vertices (nodes) are associated with each object and edges (links) connect related objects. However, node-link diagrams quickly appear cluttered and unclear, even for moderately sized graphs. If the positions of the nodes are fixed then suitable link routing is the only option to reduce clutter. We present a novel link clustering and routing algorithm which respects (and if desired refines) user-defined clusters on links. If no clusters are defined a priori we cluster based on geometric criteria, that is, based on a defined clusters on links. If no clusters are defined a priori we cluster based on geometric criteria, that is, based on a well-separated pair decomposition (WSPD). We route link clusters individually on a sparse visibility spanner. To completely avoid ambiguity we draw each individual link and ensure that clustered links follow the same path in the routing graph. We prove that the clusters induced by the WSPD consist of compatible links according to common similarity measures as formalized by Holten and van Wijk [17]. The greedy sparsification of the visibility graph allows us to easily route around obstacles. Our experimental results are visually appealing and convey a sense of abstraction and order.

Index Terms: I.3.5 [Computer Graphics]: Computational Geometry and Object Modeling

1 INTRODUCTION

Graphs are an important tool to express relational data. Common examples include airline and migration routes, biological networks, the interaction between classes in software systems, and human interactions in social networks. The classic method to depict graphs is a node-link diagram where vertices (nodes) are associated with each object and edges (links) connect related objects. Node-link diagrams present the information contained in a graph in the most direct way. However, node-link diagrams quickly appear cluttered and unclear, even for moderately sized graphs. If the positions of the nodes are fixed – because they represent geo-referenced data or are laid out according to functional requirements – then suitable link routing is the only option to reduce clutter. Hence recent years have seen a significant number of papers that address this issue.

Results and organization. We present a novel link clustering and routing algorithm which respects (and if desired refines) user-defined clusters on the links. Our input is a node-link diagram with fixed node positions and optionally a user-defined clustering on the links and/or a set of disjoint polygonal obstacles. Our clustering method is based on a well-separated pair decomposition (WSPD) and we route link clusters individually on a sparse visibility spanner. To completely avoid ambiguity we draw each individual link and guarantee that clustered links follow the same path in the routing graph (the routing does not “mix” links from different clusters). To avoid confusion we refer to the edges of the routing graph as ‘edges’ and use the term ‘links’ to describe the input from the node-link diagram.) Our algorithm also ensures that clusters are not drawn close to nodes and do not cross obstacles. In contrast to previous work we separate the bundling and the routing step which allows either to be improved or changed independently of the other.

The well-separated pair decomposition (WSPD) was introduced by Callahan et al. [7]. Two point sets $A$ and $B$ are well-separated if they can be enclosed in two circles of equal diameter which are “far apart” relative to their diameter, where “far” is quantified by a separation constant. Holten and van Wijk [17] formalized four edge compatibility measures which indicate how similar links are. In Section 2 we argue that the clusters induced by a WSPD consist of compatible links according to the measures of Holten and van Wijk. The separation constant of the WSPD gives users a single parameter to vary to find a balance between few clusters of less compatible links and many clusters of very compatible links.

In Section 3 we show how to route the link clusters defined by the WSPD along a routing graph, namely the greedy sparsification of the visibility graph. The visibility graph can easily handle obstacles. By using a spanner as sparsification we maintain a bound on the detour of the shortest path between any two nodes in the graph. On the complete graph a greedy sparsification has several desirable properties, such as a provable angle constraint as well as low total weight. Our experiments in Section 5 show that these properties still hold in practice for the sparsification of the visibility graph.

In Section 4 we describe our complete drawing algorithm, including pre-processing, link ordering, and crossing minimization. Our method is designed to work best with small to medium sized graphs, but it can also deal with graphs of several thousand vertices. The experimental results in Section 5 are visually appealing and convey a sense of abstraction and order.

*e-mail: [q.w.bouts | b.speckmann]@tue.nl
Related work. Our work is closely related to the approach proposed by Pupyrev et al. [23] who route links around obstacles using a routing graph based on a Yao-spanner of the visibility graph. The Yao-spanner is a cone-based spanner and as such exhibits the typical problems of its kind: edges can get arbitrarily close and angles can be arbitrarily small. Pupyrev et al. hence go through an extensive and computationally expensive iterative optimization step to improve this spanner (no provable quality guarantees can be given for the result). Dwyer and Nachmanson [12] also use visibility graphs, albeit approximate ones, to route edges. They describe two approaches. The first uses a spatial decomposition and requires node movement. It can hence not be used to draw graphs with fixed node positions. The second approach also uses the Yao-spanner and hence exhibits the same problems described above. Both papers route links by using shortest paths on the routing graph. Link clustering is hence simply induced by the routing graph and does not necessarily satisfy any similarity measures. Furthermore, neither of these methods supports user-defined link clusters. We show experimentally in Section 5 that our Greedy sparsification clearly outperforms the Yao sparsification.

Dwyer et al. [11] investigate how to integrate link routing techniques into a force-directed layout. Their method requires a feasible initial routing and moves vertices, which makes it not applicable if object locations are fixed.

Various techniques have been proposed to reduce link clutter by bundling links which are “close”, be it geometrically in a straight line drawing of the graph or conceptually in a hierarchical structure of the data. Gansner et al. [15] were among the first to use bundling. They consider graphs with a circular layout and route links either on the inside or the outside of the circle. Holten and van Wijk [17] describe a force directed approach and use the aforementioned compatibility measures to determine the strengths of forces. Cui et al. [8] propose a geometry-based approach which uses a control mesh to bundle links. Lambert et al. [20] use a combination of the Voronoi diagram and a quadtree as a multi-resolution grid for routing links. Colors and opacity are used in several techniques to enhance a bundling [8, 16]. Image-based techniques which use the medial axis or skeletons have also been deployed to cluster and bundle links [13, 26]. Hurter et al. [18] propose to use image sharpening techniques to merge local height maxima on a kernel density map to find a bundling. All these techniques use a straight line drawing of the graph as input.

Bundling methods generally draw bundled links on top of each other and hence it can become difficult, if not impossible, to decide unambiguously if two nodes are connected. Luo et al. [21] propose a bundling method which is ambiguity-free. This comes at a price: bundled links need to share a common node.

Some specifically fast techniques have been developed for large graphs. The method of Dwyer and Nachmanson mentioned earlier is one of these. A different technique for large graphs was proposed by Gansner et al. [14], they represent links as points in 4-dimensional space allowing for a simple distance metric in that space to define link similarity. Aside from techniques for general graphs, there are also algorithms specifically targeted at hierarchical data [16] and for layered graphs [24].

Confluent drawings, proposed by Dickerson et al. [10], draw certain non-planar graphs in a planar way by merging links. Similar to our approach the graphs are drawn in such a way that they have a one-to-one mapping with the original graph. That is, every link in the confluent drawing is also in the original graph. More recently Quercini et al. [25] used confluent drawings in combination with rectangular dualization to draw planar versions of general graphs.

2 CLUSTERING LINKS VIA A WELL-SEPARATED PAIR DECOMPOSITION

Our algorithm uses a well-separated pair decomposition (WSPD) to cluster links and to refine user-defined clusters. Here we first give the definition of a WSPD and then prove that the links clustered by a WSPD are compatible according to the compatibility measures of Holten and van Wijk [17].

Two point sets A and B are well-separated if they can be enclosed in two circles of equal diameter which are “far apart” relative to their diameter. More precisely, point sets A and B, with bounding boxes R(A) and R(B), are said to be s-well-separated for some separation constant s > 0 if R(A) and R(B) can be enclosed in two disjoint equal diameter circles C_A and C_B and the distance between C_A and C_B is at least s times the diameter of C_A. The WSPD of a set of points P with separation constant s is a sequence of m pairs \{A_i, B_i\} of nonempty subsets of P such that

1. for each 1 ≤ i ≤ m, A_i and B_i are well-separated with respect to s.
2. for any two distinct points p and q there is exactly one pair (A_i, B_i) such that p is in one set and q in the other.

The number of well-separated pairs m is also called the size of the WSPD. If the separation constant s is indeed constant we can compute a WSPD of size O(n) on a point set in the plane in O(n log n) time, see [22] Chapter 9 for details. Every well-separated pair (A_i, B_i) induces a link cluster: each link with one endpoint in A_i and the other endpoint in B_i is part of the cluster.

Link compatibility measures. Holten and van Wijk introduced four measures which concern the angle, scale, and position of a pair of links, as well as the visibility between them. Consider the s-well-separated pair \{A, B\}. We examine the compatibility measures on any two links e = (p_0, p_1) and f = (q_0, q_1) with p_0, q_0 ∈ A and p_1, q_1 ∈ B. We assume that the link e is at most as long as the link f. We use D to denote the diameter of the circles C_A and C_B.

Angle compatibility. Links in the same cluster should have a similar angle. We define the angle α between two non-parallel links as the smallest angle between the lines induced by the links. The angle of parallel links is 0.

Lemma 1. The angle α between e and f is bounded by α ≤ 2 · tan⁻¹\left(\frac{1}{s}\right) for s ≥ 1.

Proof. The figure on the right shows a worst case configuration of e and f with respect to α. We have \|p_0 - r\| ≤ 0.5D and \|(t,r)\| ≥ 0.5sD as rough bounds. We can now bound α by 2 · tan⁻¹\left(\frac{1}{s}\right). □

Scale compatibility. Links in the same cluster should have similar length.

Lemma 2. The difference in length of e and f is at most 2 · D. The length ratio of f to e is bounded by \frac{|f|}{|e|} ≤ \frac{s + 2}{s}.

Proof. The minimal length of e is by definition s · D. Since the bounding boxes fit into circles of diameter D we have \|f\| ≤ |e| + 2D as a maximal length. This gives \frac{|f|}{|e|} ≤ \frac{s + 2}{s} □

Position compatibility. Links which are close to each other should be more likely to end up in the same cluster. Holten and van Wijk measure “close to each other” by considering the distance between the midpoints p_m and q_m of links e and f in relation to the average link length of e and f.

---

Lemma 3. The difference in position of links \( e \) and \( f \) with midpoint \( p_m \) and \( q_m \) is \( |(p_m, q_m)| \leq D \). The ratio of the difference in position to the average length is bounded by \( \frac{|p_m q_m|}{(e+f)/12} \leq \frac{1}{2} \).

Proof. The minimal length of both \( e \) and \( f \) is by definition \( s \cdot D \). Since the endpoints of \( e \) and \( f \) lie in the same circles of diameter \( D \), \( |(p_m, q_m)| \leq D \). We now have \( \frac{|p_m q_m|}{(e+f)/12} \leq \frac{D}{2D} = \frac{1}{2} \).

Visibility compatibility. Let \( q_m \), \( q_m' \), and \( q_m'' \) be the points on the line induced by \( e \) that when projected onto \( f \) coincide with its midpoint \( q_m \). The visibility compatibility of \( e \) with \( f \) is defined by the normalized distance between the midpoint of \( e(p_m) \) and \( q_m' \). To normalize this distance we divide by the length of the segment \( q_m'q_m'' \), which when projected onto the line induced by \( f \) coincides with \( f(q_m) \).

Lemma 4. Let \( q_m', q_1 \), and \( q_m'' \) be the points on the line induced by \( e \) which, when projected onto \( f \), coincide with \( q_m, q_1 \), and \( q_m'' \). The visibility compatibility is bounded by \( \frac{|(p_m, q_m)|}{|(q_m, q_1)|} \leq \frac{1}{2} \) for \( s > 1 \).

Proof. Let \( \alpha \) be the angle between the lines induced by \( e \) and \( f \) which using Lemma 1 we can bound as \( \alpha < 2 \tan^{-1}(\frac{1}{s}) \). Let \( p_m \) be the projection of \( p_m(p_m) \) onto the line induced by \( f \). We have \( |(p_m, q_m)| \leq |(p_m, q_m)| \leq D \) by the triangle inequality. This implies \( |(p_m, q_m)| \leq \frac{D}{\cos(\alpha)} \). From the definition of \( s \)-well-separated we have \( \frac{|(q_m, q_1)|}{\cos(\alpha)} \geq sD \), which implies that \( q_m', q_1 \) coincide with \( q_m \). We now have \( \frac{|(p_m, q_m)|}{|(q_m, q_1)|} \leq \frac{D}{\cos(\alpha)} \cdot \frac{\cos(\alpha)}{sD} \leq \frac{1}{2} \).

Increasing the separation constant \( s \) of the WSPD improves all four compatibility measures. Users can hence vary the single parameter \( s \) to find a balance between few clusters of less compatible links and many clusters of very compatible links. If the user has specified clusters we test if they are also spatially clustered and can hence be drawn nicely. If this is not the case, that is, if the endpoints of the clustered links are not well-separated, we can refine the user-specified cluster into compatible clusters using the WSPD. We so ensure that links marked as related by domain experts will never be “mixed” with unrelated links.

3 Link routing via sparse visibility spanners

We now describe our routing graph, the greedy sparsification of the visibility graph. There are several desirable properties for a routing graph. It should be sparse to promote clustering and not have too many small angles to avoid clutter. It should contain many short edges, so links in the same cluster can merge quickly. The shortest path between two nodes should be relatively short, not much longer than their direct connection. Since we draw links individually there also needs to be sufficient clearance around the edges of the routing graph. And finally the routing graph should easily be able to accommodate obstacles (see Fig. 2).

The visibility graph. Let \( S \) be a set of disjoint polygonal obstacles in the plane with \( n \) obstacle vertices in total. The visibility graph of \( S \) contains an edge for every pair of vertices which are visible to each other, where vertex \( p \) is visible to a vertex \( q \) if and only if the line segment \( (p, q) \) does not intersect any of the polygonal obstacles in \( S \). The visibility graph contains the shortest path around the obstacles between any pair of vertices. In a preprocessing step we add a small simple polygon around each node in the input to ensure that the routes do not overlap nodes. Since the visibility graph is defined on disjoint polygons we merge vertex obstacle polygons if they overlap (see Section 4.1). The visibility graph can be calculated in \( O(n^2 \log n) \) time (see [9] Chapter 15).

A greedy sparsification of the visibility graph. Let \( d_C(p, q) \) denote the shortest path between two vertices \( p \) and \( q \) in a graph \( G \). A geometric \( t \)-spanner \((t > 1)\) of a graph \( G = (V, E) \) is a graph \( G' = (V, E') \subseteq E \) such that for any two vertices \( p, q \) \( d_{C}(p, q) \leq t \cdot d_{C}(p, q) \). The so-called greedy spanner is constructed by considering all edges \( e = (p, q) \in E \) in non-decreasing order and adding them to \( E' \) if and only if \( d_{C}(p, q) \geq t \cdot d_{C}(p, q) \). The greedy spanner can be computed in \( O(n^2 \log n) \) time [5]. In our implementation we use the \( O(n^2 \log^2 n) \) algorithm of Bouts et al. [6] which is faster in practice.

By using a spanner as a sparsification method we maintain a bound on the detour of the shortest path between any two vertices. On the complete graph a greedy sparsification has several desirable properties, such as a provable angle constraint as well as low total weight. Our experiments in Section 5 show that these properties still hold in practice for the sparsification of the visibility graph. We also show experimentally that our Greedy sparsification clearly outperforms the Yao sparsification used in previous work.

4 Computing the visualization

This section describes our complete drawing algorithm, including pre-processing, link ordering, and crossing minimization. Our algorithm has two separate phases. In the first phase the link clusters are defined, either by user input, the well-separated pair decomposition, or a combination of both. In the second phase the link clusters are smoothly drawn as ribbons of links along the edges of the routing graph. The exact sequence of steps and pointers to their description in the paper are given in the algorithm below.

Algorithm Clustered Edge Routing
1. Compute or refine clusters via a WSPD (see Section 2)
2. Pre-process obstacles (see Section 4.1)
3. Compute visibility graph (see Section 3)
4. Greedy sparsification (see Section 3)
5. Route, draw, and order links (see Sections 4.2–4.4)
the routing graph. For each link cluster we choose two routing
edges from the same cluster should share a common sub-path in
The routing algorithm needs to respect the clusters. Specifically,
4.2 Routing links
Our input consists of a node-link diagram with fixed node posi-
tions and optionally a list of link clusters. The user can also specify
additional obstacle polygons if desired. As mentioned before we
add a small polygon around each node. The size of this polygon
is influenced by the user defined clearance parameter. The obsta-
cles are pre-processed and merged in such a way that the resulting
obstacles are all disjoint. Suitable internal edges are added to con-
nect the nodes to their obstacle vertices. Next the visibility graph is
calculated on the merged obstacles and sparsified using the greedy
spanner algorithm. When routing a link only the internal edges of
the obstacles in which its endpoints lie are used, i.e., a link may only
enter an obstacle if its endpoints are inside that obstacle. The links
in a cluster are drawn parallel to each other along the routing graph
dges to form a ribbon of links. The space used for these ribbons
is controlled by the clearance value. Finally, we use a heuristic to
minimize crossings between ribbons and the links within a ribbon.

4.1 Preprocessing obstacles
We increase the size of input obstacle polygons based on the clear-
ance so we can route ribbons over the obstacle edges without inter-
secting the original obstacles. We then merge all obstacles which
are too close to each other (see Fig. 3(a)). What is considered
“too close” can be specified by the user relative to the clearance.
In particular, we enclose such obstacles within their joint convex
hull which generally has fewer vertices than the input and allows
flows to easily bend around (see Fig. 4). Merged obstacles contain
multiple nodes. To connect these nodes to vertices of their joint
convex hull, we calculate their Voronoi diagram (see Fig. 3(b)). The
Voronoi edges give us maximal clearance inside the obstacles.
Since the Voronoi edges may induce vertices on the obstacle bound-
ary which are close to each other or to the obstacle vertices. We
use a snapping heuristic to move the Voronoi vertices towards each
other or towards the hull vertices (see Fig. 3(c)). We do not snap
vertices if this puts multiple nodes into a single snapped Voronoi
cell. Finally, we connect the nodes with the vertices of its (snapped)
Voronoi cell, using a simple angle constraint to ensure that these
dges are not too close to each other.

4.2 Routing links
The routing algorithm needs to respect the clusters. Specifically,
links from the same cluster should share a common sub-path in
the routing graph. For each link cluster we choose two routing

Figure 3: (a) Obstacles are too close. (b) Voronoi diagram within
convex hull. (c) Snap Voronoi to convex hull vertices and add internal
edges within each cell.

4.3 Drawing ribbons of links
Inspired by the ordered bundles of Pupyrev et al. [23] we surround
each vertex in our routing graph by a circle called a hub. Where
the distance to adjacent vertices and neighboring obstacles is suf-
ficiently large its radius is equal to the clearance value. For each
vertex u and routing edge (u, v) we construct a ribbon base: a line
segment perpendicular to (u, v) with both endpoints on the hub
(drawn in green in Fig. 5(a)). When only a single link uses edge
(u, v) the two ribbon bases of the edge collapse to points.

Lemma 5. The ribbon ordering problem is NP-Complete.
Proof. We give a polynomial time reduction of one-sided crossing minimization to ribbon ordering. Consider an arbitrary instance of the one-sided crossing minimization problem \( G = (\{ L_0, L_1 \}, E) \) where \( L_0 \) is the fixed layer. We denote the vertices in the fixed layer by \( v_{f1} \ldots v_{fn} \) and the vertices in \( L_1 \) by \( v_1 \ldots v_{nL_1} \). We construct an instance of the ribbon ordering problem for a hub \( h \) as illustrated in Fig. 6. We add routing graph edges \( e_i, 1 \leq i \leq |L_0| \) on the left side corresponding to the vertices in \( L_0 \) and a single routing graph edge on the right side. We add \( |L_1| \) ribbons \( r_1 \ldots r_{L_1} \) to the right routing edge corresponding to the vertices in \( L_1 \). For each edge in \( (v_{fi}, v_j) \in E \) we add a link from ribbon \( r_j \) to \( e_i \).

We now have a 1 to 1 mapping to the original instance allowing us to solve it by ordering the ribbons on the right edge. Since the problem is also clearly in NP this proves NP-completeness. \( \square \)

Because of the close relation between 1-sided crossing minimization and ribbon ordering many heuristics for the former can be adapted to the latter. In our implementation we use the Barycenter heuristic [19]. It calculates the “average ranking” for each ribbon along the ribbon bases. We compared the number of ribbon crossings between the barycenter order and a random ordering. Even though a significant part of the crossings are unavoidable, since they are the result of the routing, the heuristic still improves significantly on a random ordering and usually more than halves the number of crossings. A disadvantage of adapting heuristics for the 1-sided crossing minimization problem is that these treat all ribbon crossings equal, independent of the number of links in these ribbons. Better results might be achieved with an algorithm which weighs ribbon crossings based on the number of links they contain.

5 Experimental Evaluation

We implemented our algorithm in C++ and compiled it with gcc using standard optimization flags. All tests were run on a machine with a 2.76 GHz Intel i5 quadcore CPU running Debian Linux. Our algorithm was implemented to run on a single core. We used three real-world diagrams from [4] and [23] (Figures 8, 11 and 12). We also generated 100 random node-link diagrams to analyze the various properties of our algorithm. These node-link diagrams consist of 100 nodes and 200 links each, both generated uniformly at random. Square obstacles were used and a clearance was chosen manually to result in naturally looking drawings throughout the set.

Performance. For our analysis of the running time we assume a linear number of links and constant complexity of the obstacles. The WSPD-based clustering takes \( O(n \log n) \) time. The preprocessing of obstacles requires the computation of convex hulls and Voronoi diagrams taking \( O(n \log n) \) time over all obstacles. The visibility graph and its greedy sparsification can both be computed in \( O(n^2 \log n) \) time using the standard sweepline algorithm and the greedy spanner algorithm of Bose et al. [5]. (We implemented the \( O(n^2 \log^2 n) \) greedy spanner algorithm from Bouts et al. [6] because of its better performance in practice.) The sparsification ensures that the routing graph contains a linear number of edges and hence we can route the \( O(n) \) links in \( O(n^2 \log n) \) time. The straightening, ordering and drawing takes \( O(n) \) time in total, for a final running time of \( O(n^2 \log n) \).

Table 1: Timing statistics in milliseconds on 100 random graphs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clustering</th>
<th>Merging</th>
<th>Internal E</th>
<th>VisGraph</th>
<th>Greedy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Routing</td>
<td>Straightening</td>
<td>Ordering</td>
<td>Drawing</td>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.10</td>
<td>18.34</td>
<td>10.74</td>
<td>17.03</td>
<td>212.51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: A comparison of the greedy and Yao sparsification methods. Results are averages over 100 random inputs.

| Method     | \(|V|\) | \(|E|\) | Min angle(deg) | Total weight |
|------------|-------|-------|---------------|-------------|
| Greedy     | 222.4 | 311.2 | 26.45         | 1047.66     |
| Yao11      | 222.4 | 966.3 | 0.25          | 7133.98     |

We tested the performance in practice by measuring the running time of different parts of our algorithm on our set of random graphs. The results are shown in Table 1. As expected from the theoretical analysis the computation of the visibility graph takes up a big part of the running time. Surprisingly the sparsification which has a similar asymptotic running time is among the fastest steps in practice.

Our sparsification method. We use the greedy sparsification of the visibility graph because of its large angles and its general sparseness. Previous work [12, 23] used a Yao sparsification. To experimentally compare the performance of these two sparsification methods we have tested them on our set of 100 randomly generated graphs. For our statistics we counted only the result of the sparsification together with the original obstacle edges. We ignored the internal edges. We computed the Greedy sparsification for a dilation value \( t = 2 \). Similar to other cone-based spanners the Yao-sparsification does not allow us to directly specify the desired dilation. Instead one has to specify the number of cones used. The lowest number of cones for which a dilation of 2 has been proven is 11 [2], and hence we used 11 cones. Table 2 summarizes our results. Fig. 7 shows both sparsifications on the TLR4 graph. As expected from the theoretical properties of the Yao graph the sparsification is significantly less sparse, with more than three times as many edges and almost seven times the weight of the greedy sparsification. Very important for our visualization purposes is the smallest angle, which is only 0.25 degrees in the Yao sparsification. This explains the need for the extensive optimizations necessary in previous work to make a Yao-sparsified graph suitable for routing.

Figure 7: The greedy (left) and Yao (right) sparsifications.

The sparsification ensures that the routing graph contains a linear number of edges and hence we can route the \( O(n) \) links in \( O(n^2 \log n) \) time. The sparsification which has a similar asymptotic running time is among the fastest steps in practice.
Table 3: Number of clusters $|C|$ and the compatibility measures from Section 2 for different separation values $s$ on our generated graphs. The maximum observed values and the upper bounds are shown.

| $s$ | $|C|$ | Angle (rad) | Scale | Position | Visibility |
|-----|------|-------------|-------|----------|------------|
| 0.5 | 88   | 0.94 (π/2)  | 2.67  | 0.56     | 0.44 (-)   |
| 1   | 105  | 0.81 (π/2)  | 2.09  | 0.44     | 0.35 (-)   |
| 1.5 | 118  | 0.65 (≈ 1.18) | 1.90 (7/3) | 0.39 (2/3) | 0.31 (2/3) |
| 2   | 131  | 0.52 (≈ 0.93) | 1.74  | 0.29 (1/2) | 0.24 (1/2) |
| 4   | 159  | 0.35 (≈ 0.49) | 1.41 (2.5) | 0.21 (1/4) | 0.16 (1/4) |

Real-world datasets. We illustrate the results of our algorithm on three graphs of different sizes, namely the TLR4 graph from Barsky et al. [4] (see Fig. 8, 9, and 10), the larger Airlines graph used in various previous work (see Fig. 11), and the small Tail graph from Pupyrev et al. [23] (see Fig. 12). The blue regions in Fig. 8 correspond to the green regions in the original rendering by the Cerebral software (see inset) and represent additional information in the data not used by our algorithm.

For the small Tail graph we use $s = \infty$ which effectively disables clustering. For the bigger TLR4 graph we use $s = 1.5$ and for the Airlines graph we use $s = 1$. For the TLR4 graph input clusters were defined based on the function of the different biomolecules represented by the nodes, we refined these clusters.

We used a dilation of $t = 1.8$ in the sparsification step for the TLR4 and Airlines graph, so any detour caused by the sparsification is at most 1.8 times as long as the shortest path in the original graph. For the small Tail graph we used $t = 2$. Generally speaking a higher dilation results in a more abstract visualization whereas a lower dilation preserves the direction of links better. Fig. 9 shows the effect of different values of $t$ on TLR4.

Comparison with other techniques. The TLR4 graph from Barsky et al. [4] represents interactions between biomolecules and link clusters have been defined by domain experts. Fig. 8 shows our method on the TLR4 graph using the node-layout calculated by
Figure 9: By varying the dilation one can choose between (a,b) a more direction preserving or (c) a more schematic and abstract layout.

Figure 10: Detail of the TLR4 graph from Fig. 8 as drawn by (a) Cerebral [4] and (b) our algorithm.

Cerebral [4], the original rendering is shown as an inset.

Many bundling algorithms employ heuristics, like the force-directed approach of Holten et al. [17] or the proximity based splines of Barsky et al. [3]. Such methods often lack the control to ensure links, or bundles of links, are drawn unambiguously. See, for example, Fig. 10 which shows a detail of the TLR4 graph. The drawing by Cerebral has links which overlap each other and links which are overlapped by nodes. Cerebral’s drawing nicely preserves the direction of the links, highlighting the high-level structure of the network. However, in a setting where one is mostly interested in the connectivity of the nodes, we would like to argue that our approach gives a much cleaner and, most importantly, unambiguous visual summary of the network.

We now compare the results of our algorithm with the ordered bundles algorithm by Pupyrev et al. [23] on the larger Airlines graph (Fig. 11) and the small Tail graph (Fig. 12). Similar to our method the ordered bundles algorithm uses a routing graph and node obstacles to prevent links from overlapping nodes. The ordered bundles algorithm draws every link as a separate path and performs no bundling to allow the user to trace individual links. We use a hybrid approach where we draw ribbons of links. This drawing style is more explicit than the common solution of drawing clustered links on top of each other, it allows the user to follow...
a link comparatively easily, and it is also compact enough for larger graphs. Since ribbons are clearly separated one can more easily follow groups of links from the same area. Our algorithm performs similar to the ordered bundles algorithm on the small Tail graph and gives an arguably cleaner picture on big US Airlines graph.

### 6 Conclusion and Future Work

We presented a link clustering algorithm based on a well-separated pair decomposition. Our algorithm can be used directly on an input graph or it can be used to refine given clusters. It routes clusters as ribbons of links on a sparse visibility spanner. Our algorithm can easily be tuned by adjusting the separation constant of the WSPD (to influence the clustering) or the dilation of the routing graph (to easily be tuned by adjusting the separation constant of the WSPD graph or it can be used to refine given clusters). It routes clusters as (a) the ordered bundles algorithm and (b) our method. In (a) the edges are drawn as bands using double lines, the single lines are part of the background image and correspond to our blue lines.

An interesting topic for future work is an improved routing graph which has better dilation bounds for paths used by ribbons consisting of many links. Such an input sensitive spanner would ideally still exhibit the sparsity of a higher dilation spanner, but it would also preserve the directionality of the more prominent features of the node-link diagram. In a setting where node positions are not specified it would be interesting to explore combinations of smart node placement and advanced routing and clustering techniques.
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